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The binary population synthesis (BPS) pipeline

● IMF,
● Mass ratio,
● Orbital period,
● Eccentricity,
● Binary fraction.

● Stable mass transfer,
● Common envelope evolution,
● Supernovae remnant masses,
● Supernovae kicks
● …

● Observational limits,
● Observational biases.

Initial conditions Evolutionary models Selection effects

Binaries may form isolated, from higher-order multiples, from dynamical capture…

B. Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF NASA/CXC/M.Weiss.

Cosmic Explorer
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No step is free of uncertainty

And many more… 3



● IMF,
● Orbital 

parameters,
● Binary fraction,
● Environment.

● Stable mass transfer,
● Common envelope evolution,
● Supernovae remnant masses,
● Supernovae kicks
● …

● Observational limits,
● Observational biases.

Initial conditions Evolutionary models Selection effects

So we have to treat one problem at a time.

B. Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF NASA/CXC/M.Weiss.

Cosmic Explorer
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Cosmic Explorer



The issue of “when”:

Did the progenitors of the oldest mergers 
form as local stars do? What is different?

Coalescence times can be comparable to 
the age of the Universe.
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Cosmic Explorer

NASA



A hot button issue from star formation: is the IMF universal?
The Salpeter (1955) IMF and its descendants: firm, 
but not without challenges.

● The usual choices for synthesis.
6



A hot button issue from star formation: is the IMF universal?
The Salpeter (1955) IMF and its descendants: firm, 
but not without challenges.

● The usual choices for synthesis.

Theoretical challenges are old , observational support is 
recent (Gunawardhana+, 2011; Marks+, 2012)
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Integrated galaxy-wide IMF theory (Kroupa & Weidner, 2003)

Jeřábková+ (2018)



In summary…
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Synthesizing a Composite Binary Population

● Galaxies: star mass-weighted sampling,                                   .

● Systems: all masses from a single list, without repetition,                                      
                                 . 
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Mass distributions over redshift

● Preliminary 4 redshift, 3 metallicity per redshift grid.
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Team COMPAS: Riley+ (2022)



Merger rates over redshift

Results from a preliminary sample,

at the time missing
● Higher-order multiples
● Higher (z,Z) resolution

● We are now running the 10x10 z,Z sample, a total of ~10^8 binaries.
● Selection effects in the future.
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Thank you!



A hot button issue from star formation: is the IMF universal?

The Salpeter (1955) IMF and its descendants: 
firm, but not without challenges.

● The usual choices for synthesis.

Theoretical challenges are old (Jeans mass, 
fragmentation…). Observational support is recent.

Gunawardhana+ (2011)

Marks+ (2012)

Reviews:
Kroupa+ (2013)
Hopkins (2018)
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A hot button issue from star formation: is the IMF universal?
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● Alternative: Integrated galaxy-wide IMF theory (IGIMF) (Kroupa & Weidner, 2003)

Jeřábková+ (2018)



Star-forming mass and galaxy properties
Chruślińska & Nelemans (2019), Chruślińska+ (2020)

Average star mass, SFR and metallicity empirical distributions up to z=10.

Galaxy stellar mass function Star formation-mass relation Mass-metallicity relation
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Orbital parameters
Usual choices:
● Uniform  (Sana+, 2012)                       ,
● Log-uniform                                             ,

(Öpik, 1924)
● Circular orbits              .

However, Moe & Di Stefano (2017) found that 
they are significantly correlated.
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Computing the binary fraction requires allowing for higher-order multiples.
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We can account for all companion masses, but only evolve inner binaries.


